
Mindcontrol
Your entire life, you've been carefully monitored and controlled. 
You are a slave to the Status Quo. Like the rest of the worlds 
population, you are a drone. Who is doing this to you? Who is 
forcing you into the straightjacket of Reality?

You are.
Yes, you. You are a slave to your own mind. Your mind tells you 
that you can't, shouldn't, are not allowed. And you believe it. Your 
mind tells you that you won't succeed, and hey presto! You fail. 
You fail, because you believe what 'common sense' tells you!
So blow your mind. Sod common sense. Forget Reality. The 
Laws of Physics are nothing but guidelines anyway. Open your 
eyes and watch as your mind lies to you. Your mind tells you one 
sort of coloured paper is money, but the other is worthless. Your 
mind tells you that words on paper are more truthful than spoken 
words. Your mind tells you that you must be 'succesful'. Your mind 
wants to see patterns, needs to conform. Blow your mind.

Wake it up.
See the world for what it really is. A chaotic place, with us humans 
running around trying to see patterns where there are none. There 
are no patterns unless you want them to be. There are no rules 
unless you make them. Surrealism is the key. Surrealism will shock 
your mind of its track. Surrealism can shut your mind down for a 
fraction of a second, allowing you to experience the world -for just 
a moment uncensored.
Blow your mind. And when you do, share the fun. Do something. 
Anything. As long as it's surreal, as long as it's funny, as long as 
NO-ONE gets hurt. But remember, you can't MAKE someone see. 
They have to do it themselves. Blow your own mind, and others 
will follow.

This is Operation mindfuck.

Take economics: The more you demand, the more you have 
to pay for what you receive; the more you supply, the less you 
receive for what you give. Take physics: every action causes an 
equal but OPPOSITE reaction. Take politics: attempts to stamp 
out drug use, alcohol use, gambling, prostitution, poverty, and 
hunger have a history of worsening the problem. 

The closer we get to discovering what things are made of, the 
less they seem to be made of. We’ve discovered that everything 
in our world is made up of molecules, and the majority of any 
object is empty space in between those molecules. 

Within those molecules, 90%+ is empty space, while less than 
10% is taken up by atoms. 90%+ of every atom is empty space, 
less than 10% of that space is taken up by protons, neutrons 
and electrons. These subatomic particles are made up of 
quarks with even more empty space between them. Even the 
rare bits of space that are taken up by stars and planets are 
99.9%+ nothing. The closer we get to discovering what we’re 
made of, the more we find out that we’re made of nothing. 

However, there are tiny pockets of defiance against this 
nothing which maintain their existence by lying to each other 
about it; whether this lying comes in the form of gravity, 
electromagnetism, chemical magnetism, physiological 
attraction and repulsion, political influence, magic, or some 
other force, it is a dishonesty that has to perpetrate itself on 
its surroundings in order to maintain its existence. 

If you accept this as truth, I wonder what you will believe when 
you are eventually convinced that it is a lie.
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It's hard to make distinctions between Magicians and normal people, 
in part because every dichotomy is a false dichotomy and in part 
because the way we live our lives is so fundamentally grounded in the 
magic of modern civilization. And yes, there is always the SHEEPLE 
trap, where people start thinking that their inner life is somehow more 
powerful or more real or more woke than the normies. But I'm gonna 
try to do it anyway so bear with me.

A normal person, one who lives in a magical world but does not see 
it for magic, watches a magician levitate an object on stage. Our 
strawman may wonder how the task is accomplished, but he may also 
be too wrapped up in the moment to allow his critical thinking to get 
in the way of wonderment, or he may be staring at the lovely assistant 
that he swears just winked at him. A Magician looks for the strings. 
Because a Magician knows that this trick is generally accomplished by 
using ultra fine transparent threads to support the levitated object, and 
the magician on stage counts on the audience to trust what they see.

The Magicians 
Part III

We don't have civil engineers up here. 
We have rotaries with highways that 
pass through the middle of them with 
traffic lights and cross walks. We have 
eight way blind corners marked only 
with stop signs and sacrificial blood.
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Something and Nothing:
 Truth and Lies 

Before the beginning, there was a 50% chance that nothing 
would exist and a 50% chance that something would exist. In 
order to determine whether something or nothing would exist, 
they decided to flip a coin. However, in order for there to be 
a coin to flip, the coin had to exist, so something had already 
won. Therefore, we exist because something 
is a lying, cheating bastard. 
Many religions have a strong sense of dichotomy between 
truth and lie. In Zoroastrianism, there are two gods, one of 
truth, one of lies. In Norse polytheism, the chief god is Odin, 
who represents wisdom and truth; his main adversary is Loki, 
god of lies and trickery. In Christianity, Jesus is “The Truth, The 
Way, and The Life,” while Satan is often described as a trickster 
and liar. 

However, in each of these cases, existence is NOT BASED ON 
THE TRUTH. According to Zoroastrianism, when the god of 
truth defeats the god of lies, existence will end. According to 
Norse polytheism, Ragnarok (the end of the world) will be the 
final battle between Odin and Loki, and the world will end 
when the god of truth defeats the god of lies. According to 
Christian prophecy in Revelations, at some point all the true 
believers will be swept up, leaving the world to the lie. 

The more closely you look at existence, especially at life and 
at the psychology of most “higher” organisms, the more 
apparent this becomes. Take dating: the more obvious it is 
that you want a relationship, the more likely the other person 
is to run from you. Teasing them, pretending not to like them, 
and generally playing “hard to get” makes the other person 
try harder to get you. 



My mother was a Magician's Assistant
she taught me to Look For The Strings

There's a stereotype of magician's assistants being pretty, ditzy, and 
silent. That's cultivated intentionally, because for most of the tricks 
where an assistant is employed, they're doing most of the work. The 
girl getting sawed in half is supposed to look like she's just lying there, 
while she has to contort her body into half the box without giving 
anything away with her facial expressions. 

We were watching some idiot or other planning to escape a deathtrap 
headed over Niagara Falls and she told me "look at how he's holding 
his hands when they put on the chains, he's already got them most of 
the way out and he's not even on the raft yet!" She showed me how to 
get out of handcuffs (the trick is making your wrists as big as possible 
when they're going on, if you were curious) and told me how she 
ruined the ring trick for an entire afternoon crowd because she was 
pissed at her partner that day.

Once you start to Look For The Strings, you can't just enjoy 
entertainment. After all, everything is fiction created by people and 
held together by the little things the audience isn't supposed to see. 
My uncle is a lighting guy, and he taught me all the silly little things 
you're not supposed to look at. I gobbled up everything I could find 
about foley artists as soon as I learned that was a thing, and started 
listening for their work everywhere. While the audience is listening, 
visuals sneak in sideways. When they're looking, the sounds are the 
strings holding the illusion together.

There are Strings in real life, too. Governments only work because 
we all agree they do, even our currency is a form of collective make 
believe. And sure, you could burn the whole stage down. You could 
kill all the Magicians and send everyone home, but it's better to be at 
the show. Just, once in a while, something on stage isn't going the way 
it should, and the people who Look For The Strings are the people 
who will see it first, and the people who are best suited to fixing the 
problem. The goal isn't, shouldn't be, to end it all. The goal should be 
to make the illusion work for everyone, not to victimize the assistants 
or traumatize the audience. And yes, the metaphor is getting stretched 
beyond recognition at this point, but the show must go on.

You can cite me your statistics
You can make me watch the news
You can take me to a crime scene
But it won't be any use

No matter how the corpse is cut up
I've already made my mind up
I don't believe in Chainsaw Murderers.

You can say I'm in denial
You can tell me that I'm wrong
You can choose to sit and argue with me
All day and all night long

But I hope that you won't mind
That after wasting all that time
I still don't believe in Chainsaw Murderers.

Don't bother with your movies
Or your television shows
Even you know all that's fiction
And most of it just blows

Because my suspense of disbelief
For worlds just out of reach
Breaks down around Chainsaw Murderers.

I'm not interested in logic
Or your evidence or facts
I'm happy in my prison
Because of what it lacks

There's a reason I won't give in
We all chose the worlds we live in
(I live in the one without Chainsaw Murderers).

I Don't BelIeve In ChaInsaw MurDerers



AN  ENDORSEMENT:
The lot of you are some of the most vicious, name 
calling, vile examples of humanity I've had the 
misfortune of attempting to communicate with. 
Even attempting to mimic the general mood of the 
place toward people who think differently leaves a 
slimy feel on my skin. 
Reptilian, even.
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See, your understanding of 
commonplace isn't based 
off shit that happens. 
It's based off shit that 
happens which people 
want to talk about.
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Hearts and Minds
by Episkopos Cain

Welcome to the modern day war zone. 
Right now, as I speak, a thousand battles are being 
waged for your submission and allegiance. Commanders 
and politicians have decided that the enemy is us and 
that we are to be bought to heel, as soon as possible.

No doubt some of you think I’m using hyperbole, or metaphor 
to illustrate an example of our socially fractured society and the 
commodification of identity. And while those certainly are problems, 
anyone thinking about those in relation to my rant today are wrong. 
Right now, you and I are quite literally at war with at least one 
government, namely that of the USA.

Oh to be sure there won’t be running battles with light infantry. 
No airstrikes are going to be called in on your house, and I’m 
reasonably certain you wont get carted away to Guantanomo 
Bay, or any other black site that exists. But just because guns 
aren’t being loaded and blood isn’t been spilt doesn’t mean this 
isn’t a conflict.

You see, war isn’t about the clash of armies on the battlefield 
anymore. Hell, its barely even about killing, except as an advertising 
hook or a final solution for people who refuse to stop being a pain 
in the ass. No, warfare has moved through the gentlemanly period 
of pitched battles and low casualties, blown apart by Napoleon 
and perfected in the slaughterhouse of WWI. Its not even the 
dirty political warfare that characterized the Cold War, marked 
by futile superpower conflict and strategies designed to bleed a 
superpower by third world proxies, and on the other end of the 
scale by terrorism.

No, warfare today is about fighting on the psychological and 
narrative level. Its about capturing the mind, and shackling it to 
the agenda of the day, regardless of what that agenda may be.

THE EPISTLE TO THE 
PARANOIDS           -- Lord Omar

1. Ye have locked yerselves up in cages of 
fear--and, behold, do ye now complain that 
ye lack FREEDOM!
2. Ye have cast out yer brothers for devils 
and now complain ye, lamenting that ye’ve 
been left to fight alone.
3. All Chaos was once yer kingdom; verily, held 
ye dominion over the entire Pentaverse, but 
today ye was sore afraid in dark corners, 
nooks, and sink holes.
4. O how the darknesses do crowd up, one 
against the other, in ye hearts! What fear 
ye more that what ye have wroughten?
5. Verily, verily I say unto you, not all 
the Sinister Ministers of the Bavarian 
Illuminati, working together in multitudes, 
could so entwine the land with tribulation as 
have yer baseless warnings.



The thing is, you see, as warfare has become less and less about 
artful strategy and less bound by codes of conduct – be they 
religious, cultural or legal – the real issue has not been arms, 
logistics, intelligence and skill, but about the sheer will to fight. 
Whoever goes on fighting the longest, whoever is willing to do 
what it takes to persuade the other side to accept their interests, 
whoever is able to effectively frame the agenda in a certain 
manner, is the winner in the modern world. You can even suffer 
strategic setbacks if your message and will is powerful enough.

And of course, if you accept this as essentially true, broadly 
speaking, then logically you come to the problem being people 
who wont get the fuck on with the message. The enemy ceases to 
be those who threaten certain strategic alliances, deposits of raw 
materials and the lives of the citizenry. No, the enemy becomes 
anyone who undermines that message and so weakens that will 
to resolve the conflict – and that person can be anyone, even your 
own citizenry.

Back in the day, they used to call this PsyOps. It used to only be a 
wartime enterprise. Dropping leaflets over enemy cities and troop 
formations. Doing pirate broadcasts using exiles and friendlies from 
the nation you are at war with to convince them of widespread 
resentment towards the government. Smear and ridicule important 
political and military leaders in any way possible.

Rise up! 

Rise up! and step sideways into 

the antechamber. The mirrors are 

different here, and your choice is now. The bland, the 

ordinary, is only as far away as your next thought, and the 

prisms beckon you from just behind your eyes. You fight 

others, thinking them to be oppressors, but we are you, and 

you are us, and you only fight your conceptions of us, as we 

you. But the self-destructive is ultimately self-defeating, as 

we cannot win in a battle with ourselves. 

Create! 

Create! We think ourselves to be 

creative, yet we destroy in the name of 

freedom more often than we admit. The non-prophet said 

that Destruction is not the same as Chaos; we remember that 

Chaos is All, anything else are subjective rationalizations 

made in an attempt to function. And if All is Chaos, then the 

first distinction is that of creation and destruction. Move 

towards the completion of the Great Work, sidestepping the 

petty 4D squabbles surrounding you.

To Bliss! 

To Bliss! St. Campbell had it right. 

When one is capable of choosing 

one's life, that includes the maps they use. It is not hiding 

to refuse the hold the Grey world attempts to impose. It is 

not escapism to steal the powers of guilt and obligation back 

from the overlords. Because You are the only Overlord.

Free Your Mind,

 

and Your 

Ass Will Follow.

- L M N O



Like I said, it used to be only a wartime enterprise. But now, 
thanks to the Cold War terrorism, carried to its conclusion by the 
likes of Al-Qaeda and Hezbollah, the difference between peace 
and war only exists in a legal sense. The potentially endless war on 
terror means actually endless psychological operations – carried out 
against not just the enemy, but the civilian population at home as 
well. The media has to hang the enemy with words and discourses 
and justifications before the military can do it in fact.

Nowadays, PsyOps is only one part of a much broader school, 
known as Information Operations. Do you operate a blog, report 
on the failing and lies and crimes of your country? Then you are 
are, according to this world-view, engaging in warfare against 
the state. But its not just about information per se. You have to 
think about this much more broadly. For example, protests. A 
protest is not just a protest. It never can be. Its an expression 
of low intensity conflict relying on moral discourses and popular 
expression of dissidence, aimed at bringing about a political-military 
confrontation.

And just where do you think something like 
Operation MindFuck fits into this 
system of ideas? 

Since many of us tend to think of O: MF as a way of mentally 
shaking people up, getting them to question their assumptions, 
physically deconstructing the popular discourses of the day, stripping 
away the bare truth hidden beneath self-serving platitudes...well, 
in that case, it is nothing more than a direct challenge to state 
power.

That may dishearten some of you. But the simple truth is, thinking 
for yourself, and then communicating those thoughts to others, will 
always be seen that way, so long as this world-view dominates. 
You may as well get used to it, because unless you decide to 
never share your views, or have a frontal lobotomy, you will 
almost certainly do something that could be 
considered an act of war.

To arms! 

To arms! A cry is raised. A hue soon 

follows, and many are caught up 

in its wake. The wave crashes over the temporal landscape, 

as the washed masses throw their wrenches into everything 

they find.

Crash! 

Crash! Sound the gears of society. The 

cogs pause, hem, haw, and move on. The 

meters are fixed, the tire is patched, and the tear in the 

social stocking is patched with nail polish. Frustrated the 

masses slump, moan, and mutter, for what they see around 

them has not change it has adapted, it has overwhelmed, 

overcome. The grey existence bleaches out the color of 

those who leave their hands in too long, searching for the 

lynchpin, the lever that pulls it apart.

Hold! 

Hold! For like the synchroweb that binds  

the cosmos into an Erisian orgy of energy, 

the social fishing net which catches the souls of the unwary 

has no middle. There is nothing to pull, there is nothing 

to burn. Its very intangibility is the briar rabbit that lures 

rebels into its midst, down a cul-de-sac, and then bores 

them into submission with taxes and political speeches.

Go back! 

Go back! Heed the call of your 

mind! What is in front of you is 

not in front of you — it is inside you. The grey wash that 

seals your eyes like a cataract comes from within! The Man 

that holds you down and forces you to submit is your own 

Monkey of Mediocrity. The prison has no door, because it 

has no walls, because it does not exist! The sun is out, the 

moon is brilliant, the trees call to you from the plains.  

You do not hear, for your ears are filled with the burning 

of your Will, a Will that runs hot but has no vent. You 

consume, but you do not turn. You spin, but you do not 

spiral. You burn, but you do not bleed.



If you get really good at it, you may even end up in a real 
domestic war – as the crazy elements of the thuggish far right, 
security services and corporate sponsored smear teams conspire to 
make your life hell through intimidation, surveillance and character 
assassination.

To be honest, once you realize that you are in the war, a certain 
clarity accompanies that knowledge. You can now diagnose this 
uneasy feeling all of the above has been creating. You know what 
it is now, the nature of the Beast is discerned and laid bare. Once 
you know what the problem is, you can set about dealing with it. 
Few things are insurmountable, once you understand their purpose 
and context.

Unfortunately, you have little choice about this. The line has 
already been drawn in the sand, and you’re on the wrong side. 
What happens next is a matter of policy, insanity, personal whim 
and plain old bad luck. Because you’re not quite the perpetual 
pain in the ass that, say, Al-Qaeda is, you won’t be facing the 
guns. You can be drowned out by voices of far-right harpies, 
military “experts” who ‘just happen’ to be taking pay cheques from 
the Pentagon and spineless journalists more content with attacking 
those who search for the truth than politicians who hide it.

There is a spectrum of responses, if you will. If you do this, the 
response will be that. And if you do something else, the response 
will differ in proportion. But like all Platonic constructs of reality, 
there are gaps in the conceptual definitions put forward. And it 
is in such gaps that the game must be played most effectively. 
Operation MindFuck works best in areas where they are 
no response. So go beyond blogging, or political protest, or pranks, 
or sabotage and mild acts of ontological guerilla warfare. Mix and 
match, be innovative, experiment and push the boundaries. 

And remember, even though this is 
a war, unconventional forces always 
have the advantage over hierarchies.

when I lived in tucson, working as a lowly carpet cleaner/traveling 
bullshit salesman, i once had the pleasure of cleaning the carpets in the 
house that served as the monastery for the Universal Life Church. it 
wasn't really much of a monastery but it was home to an eccentric man 
named Brother Daniel, who told me about how the government is always 
following up on obscure religious cults' claims for tax exemption, making 
sure that they at least actually believe the crap they put on the forms. the 
IRS' attention was, of course, drawn to one such band of yahoos in san 
francisco who allegedly worshipped the penis. they sent two very serious 
tax-enforcement type 
guys to the building 
where this cult held 
their services, the 
climax of which 
included all the 
congregants giving 
each other blowjobs. 
they insisted that 
the IRS guys join 
them, which they 
didn't, being on the 
clock and too good 
for that kind of thing 
anyway, but they got 
the tax exemption.
this story is 
not a story.

On Dedication 2

~    V3Xq
I have 

researched a 
study, in fact, 
that indicates 
without room 

for error 
that we are 
as wrong as 

a squirrel 
fucking a 

bobcat.


